We reveal large fluctuations in the response of real multiplex networks to random damage of nodes. These results indicate that the average response to random damage, traditionally considered in mean-field approaches to percolation, is a poor metric of system robustness. We show instead that a large-deviation approach to percolation provides a more accurate characterization of system robustness. We identify an effective percolation threshold at which we observe a clear abrupt transition separating two distinct regimes in which the most likely response to damage is either a functional or a dismantled multiplex network. We leverage our findings to propose a new metric, named safeguard centrality, able to single out the nodes that control the response of the entire multiplex network to random damage. We show that safeguarding the function of top-scoring nodes is sufficient to prevent system collapse.
I. INTRODUCTION
Civil infrastructures, transportation networks, financial networks, as well as molecular networks in the cell and brain networks, are all good examples of multiplex networks, i.e., complex systems whose topology can be meaningfully represented as a composition of many interacting network layers [1] [2] [3] [4] . A central topic in the study of multiplex networks is the characterization of their robustness [5] . This problem is usually approached with percolation theory, where the macroscopic connectedness of the system is studied as a function of the microscopic damage of system elements. The simplest scenario considered in percolation studies of multiplex networks assumes that nodes are initially damaged with probability f (alternatively, one may assumes that nodes are not damaged with probability p = 1 − f ). Depending on the topology of the system and the value of the probability f , the initial damage of nodes may trigger further damaging avalanches in the system, eventually leading to the complete failure of the multiplex [5] . On networks with infinite size, it has been shown that percolation yields a discontinuous hybrid transition, thus radically different from the usual continuous transition observed in isolated networks [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] The discontinuity of the transition indicates that multiplex networks are significantly more fragile than their single layers taken in isolation. The reason is that, at the percolation transition, a multiplex network is affected by large avalanches of failure that suddenly dismantle the whole network [5] . This result is central in the study of percolation and is playing a major role in the active research field aiming at identifying dynamical rules that can change the nature of phase transitions from continuous to discontinuous [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
Percolation theory, on single-layer as well as on multiplex networks, is traditionally studied in the mean-field approach by characterizing the average response of a network to initial damage [27, 28] . This approach is totally justified in the infinite network limit where percolation is self-averaging, i.e., the fluctuations around the mean behaviour are vanishing. However, the interest in the percolation transition is often driven by applications which always involve finite (and sometime not too large) networks [5, 13, 18, 29] . Further in practical applications, the prediction of eventual, even if extremely rare, catastrophic failures is way more important than the characterization of the average behavior of a system.
To provide a pragmatic characterization of the response to damage of real networks, recent papers, such as Refs. [30] [31] [32] [33] , on percolation in single-layer networks went beyond the standard mean-field approach. In Ref. [31] , a theoretical framework based on large deviation theory was proposed to predict the probability distribution π(R) for the relative size R of the giant component in single instances of the percolation model on a given network. The approach allows for the theoretical computation of π(R) starting from any real network datasets. Results of the paper show that π(R) can be a bimodal distribution. This finding emphasizes that that real networks may be significantly more fragile than what predicted by the mean-field approach, hence the average value of π(R) may not be the best metric to study system robustness. Also, optimal percolation defines a problem that goes beyond the traditional percolation model [32, 33] . Optimal percolation refers to the identification of the optimal (minimal) structural node set whose removal leads a destruction of the entire network. In this sense, optimal percolation is the problem of identifying the one rare realization of damage that has the most dramatic consequences for the network.
In the context of multiplex networks several work have started to characterize the response to damage beyond the mean-field approach. In Ref. [34] , the authors analyzed the stability of the MCGCs by considering the overlap among a large number of MCGCs resulting from initial damage configurations drawn from the same distribution. Optimal percolation was recently extended to multiplex networks in Ref. [35] . The main finding is that optimal percolation on a multiplex network is a rather distinct problem from the one defined for the individual network layers that compose the multiplex. Further work in this direction has been presented in Ref. [36] .
In this paper, we aim at providing a novel characterization of the percolation transition in multiplex networks. The approach we propose is similar to one already used in Ref. [31] for isolated networks, thus placing emphasis on large deviation properties of percolation. We consider a process where a fraction f = 1 − p of nodes is initially damaged, and show that the probability π(R) that the relative size of the mutually connected giant component (MCGC) equals R is bimodal. The two peaks of the distribution π(R) correspond to the percolating and nonpercolating phases, and in specific ranges for the parameter p they quantify an equal likelihood for the system to be in the functioning or nonfunctioning regimes. In this respect, the mean-field percolation diagram where the average valueR is plotted against p provides distorted information about the robustness of the system, making it look less fragile than actually is. An alternative, but more informative phase diagram can be instead created by replacingR withR, i.e., the mode of π(R). In the phase diagram,R displays a clear discontinuity. We identify an effective critical point p c with the discontinuity of R, and show that, for p = p c , the system is characterized by significant uncertainty on the possible outcomes of the percolation process. Further, we propose a score, named safeguard centrality (SC), to identify the nodes that have major influence in safeguarding the MCGC at criticality. We find that the set of top nodes according to SC has a very significant overlap with the sets identified as solutions to the optimal percolation problem.
II. RESULTS

A. Percolation of interdependent multiplex networks
We consider a multiplex network G = (G [1] , G [2] ) formed by M = 2 layers and N nodes [1, 4] . Each layer α = 1, 2 consists of a network
). The set V of N nodes is identical for both layers. The set of links E
[α] is instead typical of the layer α. We monitor the connectedness of the interdependent multiplex network by looking at the size of the Mutually Connected Giant Component (MCGC) [5] . The MCGC is the giant component of the multiplex network formed by the largest set of nodes in which each pair of nodes is connected by at least a path in each layer of the multiplex networks (where all these paths must remain inside the MCGC) [5, 6] .
To study robustness of the multiplex, we employ a generalized percolation model where nodes are initially damaged with probability f = 1 − p and the relative size R of the MGCC is monitored as a function of p [5] . The characterization of the robustness of the multiplex network thus reduces to the study of the generalized percolation transition. On infinite networks, the transition is investigated by studying the average fractionR of nodes in the MCGC as a function of p. This critical phenomenon displays noticeable properties [5, 6] . The MCGC emerges with a discontinuous hybrid phase transition at p = p c where the multiplex network is affected by avalanches of failures propagating back and forth among the different layers. This transition has been fully characterized on multiplex networks with Poisson and scale-free degree distributions without edge overlap [5, 6] . In particular, the transition is always discontinuous and hybrid, and interdependent multiplex networks are significantly more fragile that their single layers taken in isolation. Recently, it has been shown also that multiplex network models with edge overlap although they tend to be somewhat more robust than multiplex networks without overlap, they present always discontinuous hybrid phase transitions [15, 16, 19] .
The percolation model applied to multiplex networks is particularly relevant in robustness studies of real interdependent multiplex networks [14, 18] . However, in a large variety of cases, multiplex networks are far from the large network limit. It is therefore essential to understand whether the average fractionR of nodes in the MCGC is a suitable metric to assess the robustness of real interdependent multiplex networks.
B. Large deviation approach to percolation
In this paragraph, we establish the general theoretical framework for characterizing the large deviation properties of percolation in interdependent multiplex networks. Our goal is to quantify the response of a multiplex network to an initial damage of the nodes using a metric different from the mere average fractionR of nodes in the MCGC. In particular, we will explore the properties of the entire distribution π(R) of observing a MCGC formed by a fraction R of nodes. The distribution π(R) will be studied as a function of p, i.e., the probability that a node is not initially damaged.
We consider a large number P of random initial damage realizations. Each initial damage configuration µ = 1, 2, . . . , P is denoted by {s µ i } i=1,2,...,N , where s µ i = 0 if node i is initially damaged, and s µ i = 1, otherwise. We assume that each node is damaged independently with probability f = 1 − p. Therefore, the probability associated to the initial damage realization {s
For each initial damage configuration, we determine whether node i belongs to the MCGC, i.e., σ For each analysed dataset we indicate: the total number of nodes N , the total number of links L [1] in layer 1, the total number of links L [2] in layer 2 and the total number of multilinks The distribution π(R) is constructed for each value of p by performing P initial realizations of the damage. We use P = 10 6 for the American Airlines-Delta Airlines multiplex network, and P = 10 5 for the other three multiplex network datasets.
For any given value of p different initial damage configurations might induce MCGCs of different sizes. In order to study the distribution π(R) of the fraction of the nodes in the MCGC for a random realization of the initial damage {s µ i } with probability P({s µ i }) we consider a large number P of realizations of the initial damage and we estimate π(R) as
where δ(x, y) = 1 if x = y, and δ(x, y) = 0, otherwise. The multiplicative factor N serves for normalization purposes. From the full distribution π(R) of the sizes R of the MCGCs, it is possible to extract two major statis-tical quantities: the average size of the MCGC, namelȳ R, and the typical (most probable) size of the MCGC, namelyR. The quantities are defined respectively as
We stress once more that all quantities defined above are defined given the probability f = 1−p for the random initial damage of each node. We avoid to write explicitly such a dependence just for shortness of notation.
C. Application to real datasets
We considered several real-world multiplex networks, including air transportation networks between major airline companies [18] (American Airlines-United Airlines; United Airlines-Delta Airlines) and between low-cost airline companies [37] (Ryanair-Easyjet), and biological networks (the genomic network of the D. Melanogaster [39] and the C. Elegans connectome [38, 39] ). Basic properties of these multiplex networks are reported in Table  I . Number of nodes N range between 73 and 557, thus showing that multiplex networks of practical interest may be small/medium sized systems. Further, the comparison between number of links L [α] in each layer α and total number of multilinks [4] 
, indicating the pair of nodes connected only in one layer or both, emphasizes that the level of link overlap in real multiplex networks may vary from system to system.
We have calculated π(R),R,R by performing numerically P = 10 6 realizations of the initial damage as a function of p. Our results reveal that the typical response to damageR uncovers a completely different scenario with respect to the one indicated by the average response to damageR for each of the studied datasets (see Figure  1 ). Indeed, whileR decreases smoothly for decreasing values of p, suggesting that the system might be robust to damage,R reveals a discontinuous behaviour with a rapid jump ofR from R = R c 1/N to R = 1/N at p = p c . This shows that in the typical scenario the same networks are actually fragile.
In order to investigate the origin of this phenomenon, we have considered in detail the American AirlinesUnited Airlines dataset. For this dataset, the probability distribution π(R) can be studied together withR andR as a function of p (see Figure 2 ). Starting from high values of p and decreasing p, we observe that initially the distribution π(R) is unimodal, and the most likely outcomê R decreases. However, for lower values of p, the distribution π(R) becomes bimodal and for p = p c 0.40 it has two maxima at R = R c 0.27 and R = 1/N 0.014. Finally, for even lower values of p, i.e., for p < p c , R = 1/N becomes the most likely size of the MCGC. We stress that, in the regime where π(R) is bimodal, the width of the distribution around the two peaks is not symmetric (see Supplementary Information for further details). As such, even if the left peak is higher than the right one, still the right mode of π(R) may have higher weight. At the same time, we remark that the risk of systemic failure, although amplified byR, is not visible fromR, thus pointing to a serious shortcoming of the average metric in highlighting the true fragility of the system. This characterization of the large deviation of the percolation transition of real duplex interdependent networks clearly indicates that evaluating the response to damage of a multiplex network by simply recordingR can be misleading, as value ofR may be significantly larger than 1/N also if the probability that π(R = 1/N ) is not insignificant. To further characterize the properties of the system, we studied correlations existing among the states of different nodes. We evaluated χ and χ N N defined as
where we indicated with σ i and σ i σ j the averages
and we indicated with N i the set composed by all neighbors of node i. Therefore, χ N N characterizes the correlation between the state of neighboring nodes in different realizations of the damage, whereas χ evaluates the correlations among every pair of node in the network. Moreover, we have evaluated the recently introduced specific heat C of percolation [30] with C = N c and c defined as
indicating the average fluctuations of the state of a single node. The specific heat C together with the correlation coefficient χ determines the variance σ 2 R of the size of the giant component R. In fact we have In Figure 3 , we plot c, χ and χ N N as a function of p for the American Airlines-United Airlines duplex network. From this figure, it is possible to show that these curves display a maximum as a function of p. We note that for very small values of p when the MCGC is very small the correlation coefficients and the specific heat are expected to be small since typically most of the nodes will be damaged. Similarly when p is approaching one, most of the nodes will be undamaged yielding small correlations and specific heat. Therefore the observed maximum of c, χ and χ N N as a function of p is expected. Nevertheless, it is interesting to observe that the maximum of χ N N is achieved for smaller values of p that are closer to the transition point p = p c than the maximum of χ. Finally, the specific heat C displays a maximum for a value of p even larger than the one for which we observe a maximum of χ. Additionally from Figure 3 , we can also notice that correlations among nearest neighbors are, on average, higher that the correlations among any pair of nodes, i.e. χ N N ≥ χ.
Another relevant question regards the similarity between different MCGCs resulting from different configurations of the initial damage with the same p. These similarities can be studied by investigating the distribution ρ(q) of the overlap q between pairs of different MCGCs revealing important many-body correlations among the state of different nodes (see Supplementary Information for details).
D. Finite-size effects
The discrepancy betweenR andR is an effect of the finite size of the networks analyzed. For an infinite network, the percolation transition is known to be selfaveraging, i.e., the difference betweenR andR is vanishing. To explore for which network sizes we should expect significant differences betweenR andR, we performed a large deviation study of percolation on synthetic multiplex networks. We considered duplex networks of sizes N = 100, 500, 2500, 12500 in which each layer is a random network with Poisson degree distribution and average degree z = 5. We observe that, as N increases, the percolation transition becomes self-averaging, and that R approximates increasingly betterR (see Figure 4) . Interestingly, the average response to damageR and the typical response to damageR differ significantly up to network sizes of several thousand of nodes. Duplex networks of these size are very common, and include not only brain networks and air transportation networks such as those studied here, but also interdependent power-grids, ecological multiplex networks and brain functional networks. We believe therefore that our results might be relevant for scientists investigating the robustness of very different types of real multiplex datasets.
E. Safeguarding the MCGC
Above, we defined the critical point p c as the value of p where the two peaks of the bimodal distribution π(R) have the same height. For p = p c , we have that the left peak is located R = 1/N , while the right peak is located at R = R c , with R c 1/N . The condition π(R = 1/N ) = π(R = R c ) tells us that the likelihood that the system fails is somehow comparable with the probability that the system is still in the functioning state. Is it possible to predict initial configurations of damage that lead to one or the other final states of the system? Is it possible to safeguard some nodes so that the sufficient condition that the network will be in the functional state is met? Please note that the latter question is different from the one defined in optimal percolation, where the goal is to dismantle a system rather than preserving its cohesiveness [32, 35] .
Here, we propose an algorithm that ranks nodes according to their influence in determining the size of the MCGC. The algorithm uses the bimodality of π(R), and is designed to be effective for p = p c . We name the score resulting from the algorithm as safeguard centrality. The algorithm starts by defining two ranges of possible sizes for the the MCGCs corresponding to, respectively, large or small sizes of the MCGC: R > R and R < R , where R < R c is close to the median of the π(R) distribution. A score ∆s i is assigned to every node i. ∆s i is defined as the difference between the joint probability that node i is not initially damaged and R > R , and the joint probability that node is not initially damaged and R < R , i.e.,
where with θ(x) is the Heaviside function, i.e., θ(x) = 0 if x < 0, and θ(x) = 1, otherwise. Nodes with top ∆s values are nodes whose safeguard may result in large MCGC sizes, i.e., the nodes that are responsible for keeping the multiplex connected.
In Figure 5a , we display ∆s for each node of the American Airlines-United Airlines duplex network. The score seems informative. If the top-ranked nodes are damaged deterministically (see Figure 5b) , the distribution π(R) of the size of the giant component becomes more picked around the value R = 1/N . If the top-ranked nodes are safeguarded (see Figure 5c ), the robustness of the entire system in greatly improved. In fact, safeguarding the top-ranked node (Chicago O'Hare Airport, ORD) only is already sufficient to observe a unimodal distribution π(R) picked around the value R = 0.3 > R c .
In order to investigate whether the top-ranked nodes according to ∆s have some relation with the nodes identified in solutions to the optimal percolation problem, we performed systematic comparisons between the top 12 nodes according to ∆s and various methods used in optimal percolation [35] . We find that the top-ranked nodes correspond with good accuracy to the nodes in the optimal structural set detected by Simulated Annealing optimization. High correlation (measured using Kendall τ ) is also found with sets determined using other state-ofthe-art techniques (see Table II ). These include the High Degree (HD) and the High Degree Adaptive (HDA) algorithms based on the product (HDp,HDAp) or the sum (HDs,HDAs) of the node degree in the two layers, and the duplex network version of the Collective Influence (CI) algorithm based on the product (CI p) or on the sum (CI s) of the CI scores of single layers (see Supplementary Information for details). In the Supplementary Information we present the same type of analysis for for the United Airlines-Delta Airlines duplex network yielding similar conclusions.
III. DISCUSSION
We explored the large deviation properties of percolation of real finite multiplex networks. This approach reveals the intrinsic fragility of real systems for which the most likely size of the MCGCR displays a discontinuity as a function of the probability p that a node is not initially damaged. This discontinuity characterizes the position of an effective critical point p = p c where the distribution π(R) of the sizes R of the MCGC is bimodal and displays two local maxima of the same height at R = 1/N (indicating that the network is totally dismantled) and at R = R c 1/N (indicating that the network has a significantly large MCGC). Therefore, for p = p c , the possible outcome of an initial damage is very uncertain.
The large deviation approach to percolation allows us to characterize the correlations among the state of different nodes in the network and the fluctuations in the state of single nodes measured by the so called specific heat of percolation. Note that here we indicate by state of a node its inclusion or exclusion from the MCGC resulting from a given realization of the initial damage. We show that that nearest neighbor nodes display an average correlation that has a maximum for a value of p close to the percolation threshold p c .
Finally, we focused our attention on the destiny of the MCGC at p = p c proposing an algorithm able to detect some special nodes. The safeguard of these nodes can ensure with high probability that the most likely outcome isR > R c and that the total dismantling of the network has a suppressed probability. The proposed algorithm was tested on real datasets showing the efficiency of the proposed safeguarding procedure. We further showed the set of top scoring nodes is almost identical to those found as solutions to the optimal percolation problem. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION Further investigation of the robustness of the American Airlines-United Airlines duplex network
In this section we provide some additional detail that contributes to the establishment of the robustness of the American Airlines-United Airlines duplex network. However there is nothing specific about this dataset and the analysis that we outline here can be equivalently performed on any other duplex network.
Fluctuations aroundR andR
We have shown in the main text (see Figure 2) that the typical sizeR of the MCGC reveals the intrinsic fragility of the American Airlines-United Airlines duplex network. In fact it displays a clear discontinuity at p = p c while the average sizeR of the MCGC has a smooth profile. However we have also shown in Figure 2 that for p = p c the outcome of an initial damage is most unpredictable since the distribution π(R) is bimodal displaying two maxima at R = 1/N 0.014 and R = R c = 0. 27 1/N with
Here we estimate the expected fluctuations by measuring as a function of p the standard deviation σR around the average size of the MCGCR and the square-root deviation σR around the typical sizeR of the MCGC, i.e.
In Figure SM 1 we display these quantities as a function of p together withR andR. It is to be noted that σR has a jump at p = p c and reveals that for p < p c large fluctuations of the size of the MCGC can be observed.
How likely is the maximum likely outcome?
The large deviation study of percolation consists in analyzing the full probability distribution π(R) that the MCGC has size R after an inflicted damage occurs on each node with probability f = 1 − p. However in a number of cases it is useful to extract from π(R) some statistical information that can synthetically indicate major aspects related to the robustness of the duplex network under study. To this end here we consider the probability P (R =R) = π(R =R)/N of the most likely size of the MCGC and we compare this quantity with the probability
that the MCGC is formed by only a single node (see Figure SM 2 ). Note that an initial damage of the nodes completely dismantles a duplex network if the size of the MCGC is R = 1/N , nevertheless also MCGC of size R = 0 can be observed if the initial damage is so severe that all the nodes of the network are initially damaged. Since MCGC of size R = 0 are actually occurring with high probability for very small p we have also considered the probability P (R ≤ 1/N ) = P (R = 1/N ) + P (R = 0) (see Figure SM 2 ). We observe that P (R =R) = 1 for p = 1 and decays rapidly as p decreases reaching a plateau persistent up to p = p c . At p = p c the most likely outcome becomesR = 1/N corresponding to a complete dismantling of the network. The probability that the MCGC is dismantled and R ≤ 1/N is monotonically increasing as p approaches zero.
Relative weight of the two modes: functional and dismantled
The effective critical point p = p c indicate the point at which the probability P (R =R) of the most likely outcome is equal to the probability P (R = 1/N ) that the multiplex network is dismantled. At p = p c in fact the distribution 
The probabilities P (R = 1/N ), P (R ≤ 1/N ) and P (R =R) of the American Airlines-United Airlines duplex network are plotted as a function of p. The probability that the network is totally dismantled P (R ≤ 1/N ) is a monotonically decreasing function of p. For p ≤ 0.4 the most likely outcomeR = 1/N , therefore P (R =R) = R(R = 1/N ). As p increases above p = pc the probability P (R =R) of the most likely outcome R =R is at first not dependent on the value of p while subsequently for values of p approaching one it increases significantly. These results are obtained by performing P = 10 6 realizations of the initial damage. π(R) or observing a MCGC of size R is bimodal with two peaks of the same height. These two peaks indicate that the multiplex network response to random damage is uncertain and can lead to damaged but still functional networks or else to totally dismantled networks. The relative weight of these two modes is an important information for assessing the robustness of the multiplex network as a whole. By indicating with R min the position of the local mimum in the distribution π(R) separating the two peaks we can evaluate the relative weight of the two modes by measuring the probability P (R > R min ) and its complement probabilty (see Figure SM 3 ). This measure reveal that at p = p c the probability P (R ≥ R min ) is larger than 50% indicating that still the overall probability that the network is functional is larger than the probability that the network is totally dismantled. 
The probabilities P (R ≥ Rmin), P (R < Rmin) for the American Airlines-United Airlines duplex network are plotted as a function of p. These results are obtained by performing P = 10 6 realizations of the initial damage.
Overlap between MCGCs
We have emphasized that on finite networks MCGCs resulting from two initial damage configurations drawn from the same distribution P({s µ i }) can have different size R. In order to quantitatively evaluate how similar are two different MCGCs resulting from two different configurations µ and ν of the initial damage we propose to use the overlap q µ,ν . The overlap q µ,ν is given by the sum between fraction of nodes that belong to both MCGCs and the sum of nodes that do not belong to the MCGC for both realizations µ and ν of the initial damage, i.e.
where σμ i = 1(σμ i = 0) indicates that node i is in (is not in) the MCGC after the initial damage configurationμ with µ ∈ {µ, ν}. The overlap q µ,ν has values ranging from zero to one, i.e. For any different value of p we evaluate the distribution ρ(q) (see Figure SM 4 ) of all the overlaps q µ,ν measured among all the pairs of MCGCs among the P = 10 4 MCGCs resulting from random initial damage realizations, its average valueq (see Figure SM 5(a) ) and its standard deviation σq (see Figure SM 5(b) ) given bȳ
Interestinglyq is strictly correlated with the specific heat C = N c defined in the main text. In fact for large values of P we can approximateq withq In Figure SM 5 we observe that this approximation works very well. Thereforeq has a minimum corresponding to the maximum of c where the average fluctuations of the state of a single nodes is larger. This is well reflected by the dependence of the distribution ρ(q) with respect to p (see Figure SM 4 ). Nevertheless the full distribution of the overlap ρ(q) encodes more information than its averageq and in particular reflects the many-body correlations existing among the state of different nodes. A simple statistical quantity that can be extracted from ρ(q) is its standard deviation σq shown in Figure SM In this section we describe a number of state of the art algorithms [35, 36] to detect the optimal structural node set or to rank the nodes according to their likelihood to be found in the optimal structural node set. These algorithms include the duplex network version of the algorithms: Simulated Annealing (SA), High Degree (HD), High Degree Adaptive (HDA) and Collective Influence (Cl). While the SA algorithms provide a reasonable tight upper bound ot the optimal structural nodes set, the computational time necessary to achieve good results is significant. Therefore the other alternative algorithms that provides more greedy ways to rank the nodes in the optimal structural node set are also of relevant practical use since they are significantly faster. 
High Degree (HD)
On single networks the High Degree (HD) algorithms rank the nodes according to their degree. On a duplex network the High Degree (HD) algorithm is typically modified in two different ways [35] . The first algorithm (HDp) ranks the nodes by assigning to each node a score equal to the the product of the degrees of the nodes in the two layers. In the second algorithms (HDs) ranks the nodes by assigning to each node a score equal to the sum of its degrees in the two layers.
High Degree Adaptive (HDA)
The High Degree Adaptive (HDA) algorithm is usually presented as an improvement of the High Degree (HD) algorithm. According to the HDA algorithm at each time step t the node i with the highest HD score is associated to a rank r i = t and included in the structural node set, i.e. the node is damaged an all its links are removed from the network. Subsequently the HD scores are recomputed among the non damaged nodes of the network until the network is completely dismantled. In this work we have considered two different versions of the HDA algorithm proposed in Ref. [35] : in the first one (HDAp) the score of each node is given by the product of its degrees in the two layers, in the second one (HDAs) the score of each node is given by the the sum of the degrees in the two layers.
Collective Influence (CI)
The CI algorithm [? ] on a single network assign to each node i of the network a score given by
where N (i) indicates the set of nodes at distance from i. The CI algorithm is adaptive. This means that at each time t the node with highest score is assigned a rank r i = t, the node is included in a node structural set, i.e. it is damaged and all its links are damaged and finally the scores are recalculated. The algorithm ends when the network is dismantled.
To adapt the CI algorithm to duplex networks we adopt the algorithms CI p and CI s proposed in [35] . The CI p associates to each node the product of its CI scores in each layer, in the CI s instead associates to each node the sum of its CI scores in each layer, Typically the CI algorithm on duplex networks prescribes to evaluate CI p and CI s scores for different values of and consider the minimal structural set defined by the different versions of the algorithm.
However given the small diameter of the real duplex network taken under consideration in this paper here it makes no practical sense to extend this analysis beyond the distance = 1.
Simulated Annealing (SA)
A Simulated Annealing algorithm (SA) can be used [33, 35, 36] for identifying a structural node set that constitute a reasonably tight upper bound to the optimal (i.e. minimal) structural node set. To this end we classify the size of possible MCGCs R into small MCGC (i.e. R < R ) and large MCGC (i.e. R > R ). For large duplex networks R is typically taken to be R √ N in such a way that configurations with R < R are identified with configurations in which the mutually connected component is not giant and the network is dismantled. For the real duplex networks that we consider in this paper the size N of the network is very small and we have found that a more indicative value of R > R c can be estimated starting from the distribution π(R) at p = p c . To each node we associate the variable s i = 0 if the node is initially damaged and s i = 1 if the node is not initially damaged. To each initial damage configuration {s i } we associate an energy [36] 
which is the number of damaged nodes in the network. Finally every configuration of the initial damage has Gibbs measure
where Z is a normalization constant called the partition function, T > 0 is an external parameter called temperature and θ(x) is the Heaviside function. This Gibbs measure implies that only configurations of the initial damage resulting in a MCGC R < R have non-zero probability. Among these configurations of the initial damage the ones with including a smaller number of damaged nodes (smaller energy E({s i })) have higher probability as long as the temperature T is not infinite. Moreover as the temperature T decreases the bias of the distribution toward the configurations with smaller energy increases indicating that by lowering the temperature the Gibbs measure is increasingly picked around the optimal configuration with smaller energy E({s i }) identifying the optimal structural set in the limit T → 0.
The SA algorithm allows to obtain a reasonable upper bound to the optimal structural set by performing MonteCarlo algorithms of decreasing temperature T . Each MonteCarlo algorithm allows to sample initial damage configurations from the Gibbs distribution at fixed temperature T and it is performed by repeatedly performing the following steps.
(i) A node i is chosen uniformly at random and a switching of its state is considered (trial change). If the node is damaged (s i = 0) a switching of its state to undamaged (s i = 1) is considered; if the node is undamaged (s i = 1) a switching of its state to damaged (s i = 1) is considered.
(ii) The size of the MCGC is evaluated and if R ≥ R the trial change is not accepted and the algorithms goes back to step (i);
(iii) If the size of the MCGC is R < R the trial change is accepted with probability p = min(1, e ∆E T ) where ∆E indicates the difference between the energy of the configuration including the trial change and the energy of the current configuration. Afterwards the algorithm restarts from step (i).
The MonteCarlo algorithm allows the system to equilibrate at temperature T after a total number Q of trial changes are considered.
The SA algorithm that we have considered starts from a configuration in which all nodes are damaged and an initial temperature T = T 0 and proceeds by iterating the following steps.
(a) A MonteCarlo algorithm at temperature T is performed and stops after Q MonteCarlo trial changes have been considered.
(b) The temperature is lowered according to the protocol
with r < 1.
(c) If the temperature is lower than T f the algorithm stops, otherwise the algorithm restarts from step (a).
The configuration {s i } obtained after the last MonteCarlo equilibration at temperature T f is the upper bound to the optimal node set according to the SA algorithm. In this paper we have taken T 0 = 100, T f = 0.06, r = 0.87, Q = 10 4 . The protocol used for lowering the temperature is crucial to achieve good approximations to the optimal structural set. The ideal protocol ensuring convergence to the optimal solution is a protocol in which the temperature decreases logarithmically with increasing number of SA steps, but it is too slow to be of practical interest. Therefore usually the protocol given by Eq. (SM 9) is considered using a value of r which constitute a trade-off between the accuracy of the obtained results and the computational time required to perform the algorithm. Please note also that the accuracy of the results can be improved by increasing the number of MonteCarlo trial changes under consideration.
Safeguarding of the MCGC in the United Airlines-Delta Airlines duplex network
In this section we apply the ranking of the nodes according to ∆s in order to detect the nodes that are more relevant for determining the size of the MCGC of the United Airlines-Delta Airlines duplex network.
Figure SM 6a display the value of ∆s for each airport in the duplex network while the other panels of the same figure display the distribution π(R) when the nodes with higher score ∆s are subsequently removed (see Figure SM 6b ) or subsequently safeguarded (see Figure SM 6c ).
Table SM 1 compares the ranking of the top airports ranked according to ∆s with the results obtained with the SA, HDp, HDs, HDAp, HDAs, CI1p, Cl1s. From this table it is clear that also in this case the nodes with high ∆s are largely correlated with the nodes in the optimal structural node set. . The centrality measures is evaluated by considering P = 10 6 realization of the initial damage at p = pc = 0.37 taking R = 0.18 < Rc = 0.25. The distribution π(R) of the size R of the MCGC at p = pc is compared to the distribution π(R) obtained when the top-ranked nodes according to ∆s are damaged for sure (panel (b)) or safeguarded (panel (c)) while the other nodes are damaged with probability p = pc = 0.37. The distribution in panels (b) and (c) are obtained considering 10 6 realizations of the initial damage.
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